
The company
At vitruvi, we’re on a mission to help people shape the air in their homes by offering all-natural,
beautiful, and thoughtful scent products.

The team
As the voice of the company, the Content & Editorial department plays an important role in ensuring
vitruvi’s message of clean air care is shared effectively and authentically. We are seeking a Junior
Copywriter to join our team of scent lovers and coffee drinkers in Vancouver, B.C.

The opportunity
The Junior Copywriter is a strong communicator and collaborative thinker who enjoys writing,
storytelling, and creative problem-solving. This person thrives in a fast-paced environment, is a
self-starter, and has a strong attention to detail. The Junior Copywriter helps hone the voice of the
company, and is responsible for day-to-day copy projects, which include but are not limited to
homepage, banner, and PDP copy; digital and social ads; emails; and campaign documents. In
addition, this person works on vitruvi’s editorial platform, Natural Habitat. This role reports
directly to the Director of Content & Editorial and works closely with the Marketing Department.

The role
● Understands the vitruvi voice and how it translates to different platforms
● Fields and delivers on copywriting asks from departments across the company, including

Marketing, Wholesale, CX, and Product Development, and prioritizes tasks effectively
● Writes product, campaign, email, ad, packaging, and web copy, adhering to vitruvi’s house

style and best practices
● Writes concise, elevated copy that drives customer engagement and participation across

sales channels
● Fact-checks articles for Natural Habitat digital
● Writes articles for Natural Habitat digital

The qualifications
● You care about natural products and are obsessed with all things home
● You understand and believe in vitruvi’s mission of clean air care
● You have 2-4 years experience in copywriting at a brand or agency
● You have excellent written and verbal communication skills
● You are comfortable fielding requests from multiple departments at one time
● You have a strong attention to detail (but you keep it simple and don’t sweat the small stuff)
● You understand the importance of storytelling, whether through brand or editorial channels
● You are a self-starter who can meet deadlines, stay on task, and rise to the occasion
● You lead with integrity



● You are an imaginative thinker who brings new ideas to the table

If you are interested in this position, please send your resume and cover letter to
careers@vitruvi.com, and include the job title in your subject line.

We believe that diversity is essential to innovation; as an equal opportunity employer, we do not
discriminate on the basis of race, religion, national origin, gender identity, sexual orientation, age, or
disability status. While we welcome all applications, we are only able to respond directly to those
who are short-listed for posted roles.
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